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Siemens Servo Project

by: Dennis Gaddis and Alan Horner

Capabilities!

About three months ago, we received a call

calls with Germany and Norwood Ohio, it was

It is with great elation that we

from Siemens in Norwood Ohio to discuss our

decided to let Horner attempt the repair of this

can announce that Joe Dupont

ability to work on a very large Servo motor

unit.

has completed his training in the

rated at 275 KW. This happens to be the

Heading up this project was Dennis Gaddis

largest Servo motor our department has ever

and he worked with Ron Francis and Mike

had. This opportunity came about due to a

Croft to design a pumping system that would

very long relationship with a handful of people

be used to thoroughly flush the water jacket

within Horner and the Siemens folks.

that encased this motor. The customer had

to the Horner Way!

These motors were built in Germany and the

been using untreated water and due to hard

Horner Louisville is ready to take

factory had called Siemens in Norwood to

water along with the heat from the motor,

on more vibration opportunities

see who they would recommend to work on

this caused the water jacket to completely

with the help of Chris Probus and

these motors. None of these motors have

plug itself up causing the motor to overheat.

ever been repaired by anyone but the factory

Siemens worked with our team to put together

in Germany. Due to our history with Siemens

a plan on how to unplug the water jacket in

and some very close relationships, Siemens

hopes to keep this motor from having to go

Norwood recommended Horner to be the shop

back to Germany for this repair. We were given

to work on these motors. The rest is history!

very specific flow rates and pressures that had

Horner was given this opportunity working

to be met after the cleaning to ensure that the

for Siemens Norwood for a motor built in

water jacket was clean. After over a week of

Siemens Germany, with the end customer

acid washing and reversing the flow of the

being Alsip Mini Mill in Alsip Ill. Initially, this

water multiple times, we were finally able to

was considered to be a warranty for Siemens

break through the barrier and then the clean-

so it had a lot of exposure and eyes on it, out

ing process began.

of the Germany plant. After many conference

Continued on page 8 ........................

vibration data collection arena
with the great training from Brad
Barton of the EMDS Group! With
Joe’s previous experience it did
not take long for him to “catch” on

Gary Robbins. With Joe being
“local” we can offer competitive
pricing to customers in our area.
Great Job Joe!

Twisted Room
Escapes
By: Heidi Randall
If you have ever talked to Linda
Sutton (Inside Sales) or Heidi
Randall (Horner Fan), you know
that they are always up to some-

Expanding at Coatings and More!

by: Jason Brown

thing interesting. This time they

Talking about spring as a time

time This piece of equipment

after extensive use, our repairs

may have gone too far. Recently

of new beginnings is a tired

is used in the ventilation of

are routinely stronger than

they have resorted to locking

cliché, but I am not above such

hydrochloric acid fumes. The

the base metal of the pump

people in a room requiring them

things. New things are pop-

highly corrosive and erosive

itself, and these new alloys

to solve crazy puzzles in order to

ping up in the Thermal Spray

environment calls for one of

will improve upon that pattern

escape. This past summer Linda

and Coatings division like daf-

the toughest coatings we have:

further.

and Heidi, along with four other

fodils. New products to offer

a Loctite ceramic -infused liq-

We’ve even increased our

owners, opened up a new busi-

and learning new ways to use

uid paint coating. This gives

offerings in the color options

ness on the south side of Indy

what we already have.

the fan extremely strong chem-

available to our powder coat-

called Twisted Room Escapes.

A water company’s pump pre-

ical and wear resistance, and

ing customers. One customer

What is Twisted Room Escapes?

sented a challenge for us. The

the steel company has been

had a problem with the cast-

It is a real-life adventure game

packing areas on a split case

pleased enough with the result

iron subframes on centrifuges

where your team must work

pump needed repair, but the

to be a repeat customer with

being degraded by highly cor-

together to solve puzzles and

base was immovable and so

these fans.

rosive cleaning chemicals. We

complete a quest. Your group is

thermal spray and machining

The Loctite epoxy coatings

were able to protect the sub-

“locked” in a themed room and

was off the table. Loctite epoxy

we are using on many pumps,

frames with chemical-resistant

you have 60 minutes to escape.

provided the solution we need-

impellers, rotating elements,

powder coating, this time in a

We offer a family friendly and

ed. We repaired the top half

and other parts, are not only

pleasant Malachite Green with

corporate entertainment that pro-

with the epoxy after making

tough, they’re also foodsafe.

a hammer-tone finish. Anyone

motes team building, communica-

a custom fixture for the job,

Much of this equipment is used

walking through the Horner

tion and thinking outside the box.

then sent the epoxy and fixture

in the treatment of potable

Washington Street shop can

Want to give it a try? Need more

with it so the field service team

water that supplies some of

see the Capri Blue hammer-

information?

Check out www.

reassembling it could do the

our homes, and in the produc-

tone powder coating we put

for

same to the base of the hous-

tion of food we eat.

on the bases of the balancing

details and booking information

ing. This job has necessitated

We are expanding our pump

equipment.

or give Linda a call, she loves to

developing a new solution and

repair options in other ways

One thing customers can be

talk! There is a special coupon

techniques to add to the arse-

as well. We’ve begun using

counted on to bring you on a

code for Horner Employees to

nal of options we can offer our

extremely

in

regular basis is a new chal-

save $8 per person off of a book-

customers.

some of our patching repairs,

lenge. I’m happy to report that

ing. Enter promo code HORNER

A steel company has been

which are then coated with

we continue to meet those

at checkout.

coming to us with an Acid

tungsten carbide. When the

Region Fan for a quite some

carbide eventually wears away

challenges head on, and climb
2
above them.

TwistedRoomEscapes.com

tough

alloys

A Lighting Smash for IN Composites Company

Got PPE?

by: Tyler Sheller

By: Amy Fletcher
A road and rail trailer manu-

to them, all on top of the cost

without having to erect and

facturer in Lafayette, IN, had a

getting new, standard park-

wire any poles. The Enterprise

We’ve been running the gamut

problem: their parking lot was

ing fixtures. Where they found

fixtures also gave much-need-

with PPE lately. From the stan-

too dark. Delivery trucks could

problems, Horner Lighting cre-

ed light to the delivery trucks

dard safety glasses and boots

not see where they were going,

ated solutions.

while simultaneously providing

to rescue oxygen, Tyvek suits

entry points to the building

By

great security lighting for the

and respirators! We’ve had

were not properly illuminated,

Enterprise fixtures mounted at

cameras.

some unique projects lately; an

and security was compromised

an angle directly to the side

By mounting three Enterprise

uncharted confined space to

by the insufficient lighting.

of the building, we were able

fixtures to the building itself vs.

navigate at a steel plant, a fan to

Sounds like a simple fix, right?

to dissipate all their concerns.

installing poles or traditional

dismantle, repair and reinstall for

Just put up some better lights.

The angle of the fixtures illu-

wall packs, our team was able

a trash burning facility . . . a mez-

They would need more, how-

minated building entrances

to save them thousands on

zanine comes down at Washington

ever, than a few lights. The

while the superior optics of

materials, labor, and overall

Street and goes back up and Fan /

approach they were initially

the Enterprise fixtures cast

power costs.

Machining Services.

looking into would require them

the light exactly where they

Our work puts us into some inter-

to put up 3-4 poles, run electric

needed, across the whole lot

esting positions and places, and

using

three

Horner

How Product Sales Helped the Egyptians by:Gus Bezy
Because Who Knows How They Were Built

at times, we have to get creative
in order for our employees to be
safe.

And sometimes it takes all

of us, working together, to figure
out how best to get the work done!
Thanks to everyone for your help!
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A Safety/
Accident
Investigation
by: Ralph Coonce

Dad and Daughter
Bikes
Craig Hallett (Product Sales

Mechanical Field Service was

and someone had installed a

Jerry Voelkel all had to make

Manager) is in the middle of a

contacted by a customer to

Warner brake, but it too had

trips out there to collect dimen-

fun restomod on a 1995 Suzuki

look at an application to see if

been disabled and had been

sional information for Stearns,

RM 250. The engine was in a

a brake could be installed on a

partially removed.

So they

and Stearns was able to iden-

box completely dismantled when

motor. This is a rather unusual

had a motor with two different

tify a brake that will fit and

he got the bike for $200. The

request, but routine for the type

partial brake’s parts still on

work. We were able to offer

engine is almost done with a

of calls we get.

it, and nothing worked.

The

both a standard duty and a

newly plated jug, bearings, piston

I went out to look at it, and

motor was integral to the gear

heavy duty that offers addi-

etc. The plastics were old and

when the customer and I

reducer it was mounted on, so

tional thermal absorption capa-

faded and he’d recently heard of

approached the machine, he

it would not be a simple sale of

bilities over the standard unit.

Hydrodipping, so he thought he’d

stopped and explained that

a brake-motor to replace the

Katie got a quote sent to

try that vs. buying new. In the pic-

one of their employees had

original.

The nameplate had

the customer, and they have

ture background is his daughter

been injured on the machine

been attacked with sandpaper,

placed an order for the brake.

Meredith’s 1982 Honda XR 100

the night before, and this was

and very little on it was still leg-

Our emails, with the “Horner

he picked up over the winter. The

all a part of the accident inves-

ible, so I used the old trick to

name” have been copied to

valves were out of adjustment

tigation. He had broken 3 fin-

spray it with some black spray

the corporate, local and safety

and the guy sold it cheap. Craig

gers on his right hand.

The

paint, to let the paint settle

people thoughout the compa-

and Meredith have had a lot of

machine had been tagged out

into the depressions, and then

ny. They all know who it is that

fun and bonding time together

of production, and would not

lightly wipe it off to help read

is helping them in this situation.

on these projects. She’s 13. He

be used until the safety con-

some of the data on it.

This is a great example of

noticed Meredith would sort out

cerns had been addressed.

It was a 326U frame, it was

the response, capability and

all of the sockets and place them

He went on to explain that

built in the early to mid-60s.

resources within Horner. The

back on the rail in order when

the equipment was moved to

It is a 25/12.5 HP two speed.

contacts, knowledge and ability

they cleaned up one evening.

the Indianapolis facility from a

I was actually able to find a

to research it with US, as well

That makes him a proud dad.

closed operation in Brooklyn

serial number on the name-

as with Stearns, plus the field

NY. It was moved into the facil-

plate! This is a 50 plus year old

Service assistance to make

ity “as is”, and put into produc-

motor and gearbox assembly

trips to the facility to collect

tion. It is a “mixer”, that they

that they want us to help them

data, helps to set Horner apart

use to mix a liquid material in,

with.

from the “others”.

to be used in their products.

Katie Sandlin (inside sales

also a great combined effort to

I recognized the motor as

Indy) was contacted to pursue

support the customer, across

an old US Electric design. It

the serial number with US, and

our own internal departmental

actually used to have a fac-

was quickly told that the motor

fences. Four different groups

tory brake on it, but it had

was too old to be supported

within Horner all combined to

been removed at some point

with parts or even information

make this happen.

in it’s past life. The old brake

anymore.

had been partially removed,

Dan Storey, Mark Hartman and

This was
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Oil Filter Manufacturer Press Upgrade Project

by: Mike Harper

Most of us are old enough to remember the oil filter commercial tag

Jim Delawder coordinated the job on-site and supervised the field

line, “pay us now or pay us later.” Well, those oil filters are made

crew installing the motors and drive controls. Don Kerr assisted

in a facility in Greenville OH and are stamped out on several large

with integrating the drives to the existing press controls and pro-

stamping presses. These presses were designed with eddy current

gramming on the three presses. Field service

clutch and motors to drive the press flywheels to enable variable

then performed successful startup service on the presses with the

speed operation. Over the last 30 years, the clutch drives have

company’s engineers.

required high maintenance and were undependable.

This job demonstrates the teamwork required to successfully

Now on to the solution; Mark Russell (outside sales) had several

execute a project of this magnitude, with minimal downtime for the

meetings with engineering staff with assistance from Dave Whited

customer. Thank you to all Horner Industrial employees involved

(product sales), Kim Shellabarger (shop supervisor), Jim Delawder

in this successful project. Special appreciation goes out to Mark

(field supervisor), and Don Kerr (controls guru). Horner Industrial

Russell for his dogged determination to make this job happen.

proposed retrofitting the eddy current clutches to Marathon AC
motors driven by ABB AC variable frequency drives. The customer decided to retrofit a total of three presses with our proposed
upgrades.
Horner corporate management approved the project and then
we encountered the first hurdle. The payment terms on the purchase order we received from the company were unacceptable so
Horner’s accounting department worked out a mutually acceptable
agreement with the company’s accounting department. Remember
the pay us now or pay us later slogan!
Lori Beam (Springfield purchasing) ordered the AC motors and
drives, as well as other materials for the job. The motors were
upgraded at the Springfield shop with insulated bearings and shaft
grounding rings to prevent bearing deterioration from the AC drive
currents. The Springfield machine shop fabricated new motor
bases, per Kim Shellabarger’s drawings, to replace the clutch
bases on each press.
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Emergency Fan Removal Shows Power Of Horner Services
by: Mark Reed and Randy Isley
A trash burning facility in Indianapolis,

ning far more quickly than our competi-

replaced it with the new shaft that was

IN, that burns trash from all Indianapolis

tion. All the Horner employees involved

previously made. Good thing we made

and surrounding areas local trash ser-

performed at a very high level to get

a new one! After it was installed it had

vices, had a failure. This failure in an

this challenging job returned. Due to the

to be balanced. Then it was off to field

ID Fan caused an emergency down

critical nature of this breakdown. The

service to have it installed and get the

situation, and this company was unable

customer was at Machining Services

customer up and running. With Horner’s

to burn trash. This fan takes the air that

day, night and weekend to monitor the

vast array of services, jobs like these

is burned and puts it out a tall smoke

status of the repair.

show our talented staff and depth of

stack that takes the contaminates out

The shaft on the fan had broken, and it

Horner and what we can do. Thanks to

of the air before releasing it into the

just happens that Machining Services

everyone for all your hard work and time

atmosphere.

had made a replacement the year

that was put into this project! We greatly

With the combined efforts of Horner

before. The hard part was Field Service

appreciate everyone who helped make

Machining Services, Indy Sales, Field

removing the fan, lots of drilling and

this a sucess.

Service from Indy, Louisville, and

torching to cut it out, after that was com-

Springfield, Washington Street Repair

pleted Machining Services took over.

logistics and Horner Fan and Fabrication

This fan was 8 foot in diameter with

this job showed how teamwork and our

a 12 inch diameter and 178 inch long

strength can get a customer up and run-

shaft. HMS removed the old shaft and
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IEC Motors
Demystified
by: Craig Hallett

I believe many of us are some-

IEC Frame numbers represent

two different flanges the B5

what afraid of IEC motors, so

the shaft height of the motor in

and the B14. The B5 is like the

I’ll demystify them here.

millimeters

NEMA D-Flange, additionally

IEC

International

The first two numbers in a

the B14 is like the C-Face

Electrotechnical Commission

NEMA frame divided by 4

I’ve noticed the IEC motor

is a non-governmental orga-

equals the shaft height of a

nameplate may not always

nization that writes, prepares

NEMA motor

indicate this. I usually ask for a

and publishes standards for

Rev/Min is the same as RPM.

picture of the motor if we don’t

all

tech-

I’ve found their value of mea-

already have the motor in the

nologies in 60 countries out-

surement to be all over the

shop.

side the USA. Headquartered

place. Not always stated as

Here’s the most important

today in Geneva, Switzerland

rev/min.

thing to all of this….The IEC

the

was

Remember to look for numbers

nameplate is similar to NEMA.

formed in 1906 in London,

like 1450 RRM instead of 1500

It is stating the same things

England. In Europe (includ-

like you would with NEMA 1750

as a NEMA nameplate. If you

ing 60 countries) IEC is much

and not 1800

can decode it and get a pic-

like NEMA (National Electrical

The IEC motor is based on 50

ture, chances are Marathon

Manufacturers Association) is

HZ, so the speed is slower and

or another brand will have the

here in North America.

the voltage is lower. However,

motor in stock. Don’t try to buy

What does all of this mean for

the volts per hertz ratio is the

the original motor from Italy

the us motor people? We just

same.

or Poland. We are better than

need to know how to decode

Example: IEC 380 v / 50 HZ

that. Our competition tries to

the IEC motor nameplate. You

= 7.6 or NEMA 460 V / 60 HZ

buy the original. You want to

really don’t need the Rosetta

= 7.6

be better than them don’t you?

Stone to decode the IEC name-

•

plate because it’s fairly simple.

IEC motors have as standard

or

electric/electronic

IEC

organization

Refer A Buddy
Make Some Money!
by: Kelly Russell
We are rolling out a new
Employee Referral Program
encouraging you to recommend
qualified candidates for the following positions:

Field Services Technicians
Motor Mechanics
Winders
Machinists
MIG/TIG Welders

If the person you refer is hired
and successfully completes the
90 day training and orientation
period you will get $250
– at their 6 Month anniversary,
you will get another $250!!!
That’s $500 for referring great
people as we continue to grow
the Horner Team.
If you have someone in mind you

Flanges

would like to refer, please
contact Kelly Russell for an

Here are a few things to look

Employee Referral Form and

out for:
•

kW x 1.341 = HP

•

Frames

full program details.

The IEC Frame Number is
usually buried amongst other
numbers on the nameplate.
For example can you find the
frame number in the picture
attached?
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Siemens
Servo Project
Continued......
Becky Miller (Fort
Wayne) Loves
Woodworking
Becky Miller (Fort Wayne)
enjoys woodworking in her
spare time. She can take items
that are not so pretty like shipping crates and make them
into beautiful useful items.
She has made dressers, toy
benches, tv stands, waste
containers, and letter holders.
Below is a shipping crate she
made into a dresser, she took
the tongue and groove flooring
out or her Grandparents home
to make the top and the drawer
fronts. She says these drawers
can hold 6 pairs of jeans with
ease.

Before (crate)

After a few more days of acid

Siemens motor. During their

uptime. The potential here is

washing, we were able to

visit the customer asked if

very good and they have a tre-

achieve the desired water flow

Alan could come up to visit

mendous amount of work and

and pressure the factory was

as well to meet with a group

have told us the work is here

trying to achieve.

of the managers, engineers

for you if you want it! So from

After a very successful clean-

and President of the mill. The

a simple call from Siemens on

ing process, the customer

purpose of the meeting was

a servo motor this opportunity

came down to witness the

to give the engineering and

has turned into a very good

final water flow and pressure

maintenance team a complete

chance of Horner doing work

and were very pleased. Due

explanation of what Horner can

for them in other areas of their

to the success of this cleaning

do for them as a company

business. They plan on bring-

process, the customer asked

and we covered every aspect

ing down more of their main-

Dennis and Ron to come to

of what Horner can do for the

tenance and engineering folks

the plant to look at possibly

plant. The meeting went very

to tour our facilities in the near

performing the same cleaning

well and we were basically

future. So you just never know

on two other motors but they

given the opportunity to pick

when a call comes in to us

would need to be done in the

and choose what we can help

what potential that phone call

plant during a May outage. It

them with.

has to turn into one of our best

was agreed on that visit that

One of their goals in the very

new customers.

the cleaning could be done on

near future was to eliminate

site and the job was scheduled

unscheduled down time due to

for the upcoming outage.

poor maintenance procedures.

Since Dennis and Ron’s visit,

They asked us to look at the

the customer has sent us

plant and help them come up

another 200 HP motor for war-

with a plan on what we could

ranty evaluation for another

help them with to improve plant

Our New Faces
Travis White
Springfield
Machinist

After (dresser)

Walter Bambaren
APG
Production Tech

Jason Smith
Terre Haute
Machinist
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Richard Bracken (Indy
Electrical Field Service)
Retirement

Richard started at Horner back on April

he was a friend. On my worst days he

why he was so fun to be around. He was

7th, 1995. Richard will definetly be missed,

still managed to make my day better. He

always willing to do just about any job and

he was known for his dry sense of humor

always had some type of joke that turned

again had to throw a few wise cracks in as

which sometimes had some sting to it.

a frown upside down. So in short Richard

he walked away. What a great guy I would

Richard was someone who was great to

is someone that cares for everyone and is

think to myself and a hoot to be around.

work with, not only was he trusted and a

loved by everyone. I look forward to seeing

He has been by to visit a few times since

hard worker but someone fun and positive

him back working at Horner when he gets

his retirement. I think he misses all of us as

that made work enjoyable and somewhere

bored at home.

much as we miss him!

you wanted to be each day because you

Corban Hartley

Hope McKay

were around Richard. Electricity was in his

Richard was an easy person to schedule

Always a joy to be around , I would hear

blood, the family business was an electri-

for work. He didn’t seem to mind what the

him interact with other EFS team members

cal shop ran by his father. Richard is a

work was. Had a good sense of humor

and would always get a chuckle, Every day

highly capable electrician even if he didnt

and had a way to make your day better.

he would come in and talk about working

think so.

He could give as well as he could take.

on his EOM status Employee of the month

Jim Howson

Customers liked him as well as his cowork-

. Sometimes he would have to settle for

It’s been a real experience working with

ers. He will truly be missed around here.

employee of the minute as it was an ever

Richard over the years. I believe he con-

Larry Farley

changing status during his work day. And

tracted Alzheimer’s or old timers because

“It seems like every month Richard was

oh how he loved his Peeps! I remember

he seem to be able to forget anything he

winning the employee of the month award.

he told how he wired and entire house for

wanted to. Just ask him he’d probably say

No matter how hard I tried to emulate

a case of Peeps! And really I think that

( I don’t remember that.) We never did get

Richard I could never win. Who knows

is how I will remember him, colorful, light

to Vegas! We had fun times and hard times

what secrets Richard is keeping?”

hearted and brought brightness to our lives

but it was always an experience.

Jack Linville

just like those bright yellow Peeps. Going

Gary Anderson

Richard you have always been a pleasure

to miss him being here!

When I was hired on at Horner I had the

to work with, you will be missed! Best

Bill Honeycutt

honor of working with Richard until he

wishes for retirement!

retired. During that time Richard took me

Dan Sneary

in and treated me like his own kid. I had

From the first day I started here at Horner

very minimal experience but that didn’t

Richard always made me feel welcome!

bother Richard. He loved teaching me new

He would come over to my desk and chat

things and showing me his tips and tricks.

with me and see if there was anything he

Now, whether the things he taught were

could help me with. Half the time you really

right or not is up in the air!!! (Lol) All joking

didn’t know if he was being serious or get-

aside Richard was more than a co worker,

ting ready to play a joke on you. Which is

Guest of the Day
Not quite Employee of
the Month but he will
take it!

Always Comical!
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Everyone Is A Customer Service Representative

by: Terry Thorne

“Customer service is not a department, it’s

reputation both good and bad. Everyone

which in turn causes an unfavorable cus-

everyone’s job” – Anonymous

within our Company should be ready at

tomer service experience for our customer

The problem with Customer Service is that

any time to demonstrate our company’s

which could lead to reduced business.

many view it as the responsibility of only a

commitment to customer service, even

Every step, yes, every step, in our process

select few, those in the Customer Service

if that’s only a friendly smile and a warm

is critical to providing our customers with

Department, when in fact it’s everyone’s

greeting.

the best Customer Service experience

job here at Horner Industrial. Whether or

Whenever you’re in communication with

possible and you are a critical piece in that

not the word “customer” appears in your

a Customer you are a representative of

complex puzzle.

job title, you have a significant investment

Horner Industrial and need to provide the

I recently met with a Vendor who decid-

in making sure that our customer’s receive

best possible service you can! Horner

ed to become a Customer after having

outstanding care.

Customer Service is

Industrial was founded on strong char-

numerous interactions with Horner per-

a philosophy that should be the mission

acter, ethics and Customer Service prin-

sonnel over time and found each experi-

of our entire company, all divisions and

ciples. We can never forget that and it’s

ence unusually professional and pleasing!

branches combined. Customers need to

the job of everyone here to carry that

When it came time for him to find a repair

get the feeling that our company is uni-

legacy forward.

company that he could “partner” with that

fied, and that everyone is on the same

Never think that your job is insignificant,

he knew would offer the same level of

page, no matter what division or branch

or that at the end of the day it doesn’t

customer service his company provides

they’re dealing with. “That’s not my job” is

really matter what you do, because it

he stated that it was a unanimous decision

an attitude and phrase that should never

does! Every position at Horner Industrial

by his staff to contact Horner Industrial and

be entertained or uttered by anyone in

is a building block for another function and

create a close working relationship.

our company. In today’s current business

as a company we’re unable to provide the

Whoever interacted with this Vendor/

climate, customers expect to receive sup-

level of service our customers have come

Customer most probably doesn’t have a

port and responsive service every time

to expect without you doing the best job

clue as to the impression you made on

they make contact with our company, be

that you can.

this person’s company when they were a

it a truck driver, a field service techni-

Say for example that you clean motors.

Vendor or the future business ramifications

cian, accounts payable person or a divi-

Consider the fact that our company is

your actions created with them becoming

sion manager. If a customer asks you for

unable to provide our customer with a

a repair customer. You were most prob-

something, you are expected to do your

quote on a repair until the motor gets

ably just doing your job and for that I say

absolute best to help them. Remember

cleaned and can be evaluated and quoted.

THANK YOU for being the type of employ-

that EVERY interaction you have with a

If the motor isn’t cleaned correctly it could

ee we need here at Horner Industrial.

customer counts! As it can, and most often

cause issues upstream and create a delay

Welcome to the Customer Service Team!

does, reflect on our Company’s image and

in getting our customer their motor on time
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Troubleshooting Corner w/ EMDS
Control Rod Cooling Fan Vibration
by: Nelson Baxter
Our

EMDS

(Electrical,

Mechanical

control rod cooling fan

of the carbon compound based isolators

Diagnostic Services) division is very well

While consulting for a nuclear power

making them harder. This changed the

known for troubleshooting customer’s

plant a call was received that a con-

tuning of the isolators moving the isolated

problems. We hope you like this upcom-

trol rod cooling fan had vibration levels

natural frequency (verified by an impact

ing series in the newsletter that will be

that had increased since its last outage.

test) close to the running speed. On the

dedicated to the analysis of unusual prob-

Examination of the fan found no reason

response curve, the system went from

lems that are encountered in the field.

for the increase in the running speed

the isolation region to the amplification

With everyone looking up problems on I

vibration. The fan wheel was clean, the

region. New isolators were installed and

phones and Google, a lot of these cus-

bearings were in good condition, the cou-

the vibration amplitudes returned to their

tomers are helpless because information

pling was ok, the hold down bolts were

historical levels.

like this is not out there on the internet.

tight and there was no sign that any bal-

In this case, the instrumentation was used

We handle the problems that may have

ance weights had been thrown. Despite

to confirm that the natural frequency of the

never been seen before.

no changes in the fan, the amplitude had

isolated system had changed. However,

Our first troubleshooting issue shows the

more than tripled. This was a case where

the key to identifying the cause of the

need to understand several things. When

it was advantageous to have knowledge

problem was to have an understanding of

troubleshooting (nuclear, radiation, organ-

in three areas,

the nuclear environment and the chemis-

ic chemistry, and mechanical response

organic chemistry and dynamics.

The

try of the isolators along with a knowledge

dynamics) who knew all this would be

first question that was asked was if the

of the nature of the dynamic response

used right? That’s what makes Horner

fan was on isolators and the answer was

curve. Another important point that can

EMDS department one of a kind! All of

yes. The second question was whether

be learned from this case history is that

these subjects combined together can

the isolators were springs or rubber. The

isolators are maintenance items. They do

cause a problem. This next case study

answer was that they were rubber. Based

not last forever and any changes in them

and many more to come will showcase

upon that knowledge, the problem was

alter the dynamic response of the system.

that Horner has the capability through

identified and quickly solved. The rubber

EMDS to take on these difficult problems

isolators were exposed to gamma and

should they arise.

neutron radiation from the reactor. This

Case: Vibration levels increase on a

radiation destroyed the covalent bonds

nuclear engineering,
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Horner Comments

Safety
Solutions
by Horner
Fan and
Fabrication

Satisfied Customers
“The Lighting Department is Top
Notch.”

“This is a GREAT group of people
to work with. I always look forward
to working with any of the Horner

by: Heidi Randall

Divisions. Please let all the workers know they are doing a job well
done!”

“Field Serivce was very quick to

A food ingredient manufacturer in Urbana, Ohio

customers’ situation and to come up with a

had a difficult time maintaining their dust collec-

design solution. What they came up with was a

tion and fire suppression systems due to the sys-

3’ wide platform that was approximately 14’ long

tems being located in an awkward spot. In order

with a 90 degree turn and then an additional 3’

to service these systems, maintenance workers

of platform. It also included OSHA 3 safety hand

“My contact with Horner, Joe Motz

at the company were required to harness them-

rails and a kick plate. The plan was that this

is very responsive. The support

selves and to straddle two I-beams approxi-

assembly would fit snuggly between the existing

mately 30” apart roughly 30 feet above ground

I-beams with an entrance in the front allowing

level. The company contacted Brad Snodgrass

for easy step access. The platform was fabri-

at Horner Fan and explained their predica-

cated in the fab shop, and transported to Ohio.

ment. Brad made the trip to Ohio to inspect the

The install team completed the job 30’ off of the

“Any time we need something on

situation and offer suggestions. The customer

ground, in a 120 db environment, with no direct

balance: a mill,disc or fan. I make

advised him that whatever was presented would

access from underneath and no welding allowed

one call. Travis and the Terre Haute

need to be bolted into place because welding

in the plant all in one day. Hats off to Horner Fan

shop have always gone the extra

was not allowed in the plant.

for a great team effort throughout the process –

Once back in the shop, Brad worked with the

design, fabrication, installation and most impor-

Horner Fan Engineering group to convey the

tantly, one very satisfied customer.

respond. Ralph Coonce was very
informative and helpful. I was looking for some advice and that is
exactly what I received. “

team that Joe has access to is very
knowledgeable and very helpful with
our big mysteries as well as our day
to day needs.”

mile for us. after hours or weekends”

“Judy, and Louisville shop:
Amazing customer service. Very
quick to respond to my emergency.
Knows what I need and how to help
me out of jam.”

“I have to say that Sandra Pruitt
is such a pleasure to talk to. She
responds so quickly. Always calm
and concise. What an asset. As
crazy as manufacturing is It is
refreshing to know you and your
team has my back!!! She, Randy
Isley and Horner are my comfort
zone, my buffer.

Before

After
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Horner APG Passes ISO Audit
ISO 9001 is the international standard that specifies requirements

panies get up-to-speed on any changes that may have occurred

for a Quality Management System (QMS). Organizations use

within ISO qualifications between certifications, and to prepare for

the standard to demonstrate the ability to consistently provide

the auditor’s visit.

products and services that meet customer and regulatory require-

Janet conducted a half-day training, held a meeting with the pro-

ments.

duction team to introduce ISO 2015 (the latest certification), and

Many customers look to see that a company with which they are

even gave homework to attendees as reinforcement. Note, typical

working is ISO 9001 certified. Horner APG was certified before,

ISO training can take up to three days; we were able to streamline

and we’re certified again! Our newest certification is just another

our strategy into just half a day!

example of how our team at Horner goes above and beyond to

It all paid off – Horner APG passed the audit, without any findings

exceed customer, and ISO, expectations.

(which is great)! The auditor mentioned in his assessment that:

Through a routine two-day visit, an auditor from ISO comes and

great teamwork was evident within our different departments; he

meets with many different members of the team, reviews the facil-

was impressed with the evidence of 5S throughout our facility;

ity, and examines process and workflows to ensure that we meet

our Core Inventory control and On Time delivery were very good;

all their criteria and standards. To get ready for our audit, the team

and he noted that Horner is one of the few companies who truly

at APG met with a trainer, Janet, who specializes in helping com-

understands risk assessment on a process level.

Cross Country Service for Hydraulics

by:Rich Streitmarter

A trash burning facility that produces steam that is converted into
electricity for the City of Long Beach, Ca, sends cylinders across
the country to Cincinnati all because of customer service. Horner
Hydraulics fixes grapple cylinders, feed table cylinders, and ash
discharge cylinders. Grapple cylinders are mounted on a crane
and they pick up the trash and put it onto the feeder table. The
feeder table sends the trash into the incinerator. After the trash is

that everytime he sees an inspection report and repair proposal

burned the ash discharge cylinders push the ash out of the way.

it reinforces why he sends his cylinders to Horner. There are very

This company states that they have interviewed shops out in LA

few hydraulic shops that provide that much detail when repairing

but continues to send cylinders to Cinncinati. This customer states

cylinders and he thinks Horner is set apart from the rest.
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Rusty Syrus Giving
Thanks to Terre
Haute
(Rusty Syrus has now joined the
Indianapolis Field Service Team)
I wanted to spend a few minutes
thanking the Terre Haute shop
for allowing me to spend a great
two years soaking up all the
knowledge they have to offer.
Working with that group of guys
was great and they really taught
me so much about the mechanics of a motor. Thanks to Roger
for teaching me to watch things
go round, to Buster for giving
me his famous crash course on
how to wind a motor in less than
an hour, to Dennis for teaching
me how to work on something
that has never been done
before, and to Bob always being
there to teach me everything on
what to do and what not to do
LOL. It was a pleasure working
with you guys, thanks for all the
great times and knowledge you
sent me off with!
The folks over at Terre Haute
miss Rusty so much, they put
his face everywhere in the office
so they can see him each day!
HA!

Analog vs Digital

by: Kent Seavers

We can all agree that the digi-

performing a single rotor test

Single-phase rotor test - This

tal age came about a number

an analog current meter needs

consists of applying one-fourth

of years ago. Along the way

to be used. The movement or

of rated AC voltage to two

almost every person and or

swing of the meter needle is

phases of an induction motor

business has made the change

the key while rolling the rotor

while slowly rotating the rotor

along with never ending digital

by hand. The feel or drag of

by hand. A clamp-on ammeter

upgrades. Repair shops are no

the rotor as it’s turned can

is used to measure any fluc-

different. Computers, phones,

also confirm the swing of the

tuations in current. A fluctua-

cameras, maps, note pads,

needle.

tion in current of more than 3

shop test equipment, we have

In our industry today there are

percent (3 percent maximum

integrated them into our daily

several ways to test an induc-

for a used rotor and 1 percent

lives. More data, more pic-

tion rotor, from on line testing

maximum for a new rotor) usu-

tures, more testing with record-

and analyzers to the old and

ally indicated a broken bar and

ed electronic results, “can you

crude methods using a growler

will occur each time the open

email me that” is the phrase we

from yester year. To clarify and

bar passes under an energized

hear almost every day.

revisit the single phase rotor

pole. Fluctuations of less than

With that in mind we recently

test I have inserted the latest

1 percent indicate a good rotor.

realized that our shop was test-

(revised 2016) version of the

This test is one of the simplest,

ing rotors incorrectly, and this

single phase rotor test from the

least expensive and most reli-

is when you have that “AH

EASA technical manual. If you

able methods of identifying the

HA” or “Oh ****” moment. With

have questions about this test

integrity of the rotor bars. In

internal changes in a shop,

discuss it with your supervisor

addition, this test can often be

equipment upgrades, and per-

before making any changes in

preformed on the job site.

sonnel changes, some prac-

test procedures.

tices get altered over time. So
it was with our shop, having
changed from an analog clamp
on current meter, to using a
digital current meter in the
power supply test panel. Ninety
nine percent of the time digital
would work just fine, but when
14

Another exotic
challenge-What is
a Defecto-Test Coil
by:Don Morris

Fort Wayne
Gearbox Repair

In the manufacturing of welded steel

epoxy that encapsulates the coil,

x .750” copper conductor with .001”

there is a concern that the weld-

we found 12 pancake style wind-

thick Kapton tape for the new electri-

ed seam doesn’t have any poros-

ings. Each winding has over 900

cal insulation.

ity (voids). An overseas company

turns of flat aluminum conductor.

It’s easy to solve a problem on

designed this test coil to check for

The conductor is .003” x .750” with

paper for us, however, sometimes

Gearbox repair? It’s got it’s up’s

porosity. The Defecto-Test Coil is

a thin powder coating for turn-to-turn

a little more difficult to make it come

and down’s, especially when

very expensive even without import

electrical insulation. This type of

to life, but we are Horner it’s what

it comes to a gearbox for an

fees.

conductor and insulation cannot be

we do.

escalator. Everyone knows that

Bill Roper, (sales, OH) asked me if I

reproduced by Horner. We chose to

Hats off to Kevin Burdette for his

Horner is great at motor repair,

would evaluate a damaged Test-Coil

re-design the Test-Coil. After a few

perseverance in making a very deli-

but who do you call when you

for repair. After removing all of the

calculations, we chose to use .002”

cate winding.

have an obsolete gearbox that

By: Troy Elder

you need repaired? Horner of
course!
Imagine rushing thru an airport
with your huge carry-on bag,
because you don’t want to check
it, only to find that the escalator is
down and you have to carry that
100lb bag up the stairs. Well,
that was the situation facing
Kone Elevator and the Ft. Wayne

Brain Teaser

International Airport. Who did

This Editions Prize: $50 Giftcard

Who makes it, has no need
of it. Who buys it, has no
use for it. Who uses it can
neither see nor feel it.
What is it?

they call to save the day? Horner
Ft. Wayne of course. We had the

Answer to last quarters Brain Teaser: A

gearbox torn down the same day

farmer has 17 sheep and all but 9 die, how

that we received it. We did what

many are left?

we do best, provide great service

A: 9

that exceeds our customer’s

Last quarters winners:

expectations.

1st ABB Carhartt Jacket: Chris Bell,
Machining
Three days to give me your answer. The

2nd Horner Goodie Bag: Abbryana

right answers will go into a drawing for

Stoudemire, APG

a final winner. There will be 3 additional

3rd Horner Goodie Bag: Judy Simpson,

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for all

Louisville

locations to recieve before drawing.

4th Horner Goodie Bag: Danny Corbin,

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Machining
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Janet Kenyon’s (APG)
daughter, Bree is set to
get married Oct 7, 2017
Congrats!

Gus Bezy’s (Louisville)
Daughter , Isabelle,
received Gold in
Indiana’s Band
Comp. playing Flute

Darrell Cothron’s
(Machining) new
Grandson Caleb, his
brother Jacob was
excited to hold him

Nick Cain (Springfield) turned his
daughter Calina’s old pink jeep into
one more fit for his son, Bennett
which it is called “Grave Digger”

Sierra Stanley
(Fan) is engaged
Congrats to her
and Cody!

HORNER INSIDER

ISSUE 12

Bill Roper (OH Sales)
hunting in Montana for
antelope with his father,
uncle and cousin.

Ms. Horner celebrates her
95th Birthday! She was born –
March 27, 1922

SPRING 2017

Industrial Safety Award
Amy Fletcher (Safety) holding Horner’s 2016 100% award for preventing accidents in the workplace. This award
is presented by the Clark County Ohio Safety Council to a Company whose employees work safely for an entire
calendar year without injury resulting in a day away from work. Congrats to everyone company-wide!

Horner Employees In Action

